Demonstration of the Allam Cycle: An update on the development status of a high efficiency supercritical carbon dioxide power process employing full carbon capture
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Abstract

The Allam cycle is a novel CO₂, oxy-fuel power cycle that utilizes hydrocarbon fuels while inherently capturing approximately 100% of atmospheric emissions, including nearly all CO₂ emissions at a cost of electricity that is highly competitive with the best available energy production systems that do not employ CO₂ capture. The proprietary system achieves these results through a semi-closed-loop, high-pressure, low-pressure-ratio recuperated Brayton cycle that uses supercritical CO₂ as the working fluid, dramatically reducing energy losses compared to steam- and air-based cycles. In conventional cycles, the separation and removal of low concentration combustion derived impurities such as CO₂ results in a large additional capital cost and increased parasitic power. As a result, removal in conventional cycles can increase the cost of electricity by 50% to 70% [1]. The compelling economics of the Allam Cycle are driven by high target efficiencies, 59% net for natural gas and 51% net for coal (LHV basis) while inherently capturing nearly 100% CO₂ at pipeline pressure with low projected capital and O&M costs. Additionally, for a small reduction in performance the cycle can run substantially water free. The system employs only a single turbine, utilizes a small plant footprint, and requires smaller and fewer components than conventional hydrocarbon fueled systems. The Allam Cycle was first presented at GHGT-11 [2]. Since then, significant progress has been made, including detailed system design, component testing and the construction of a 50 MWth demonstration plant commencing in Q1 2016 and now entering commissioning as of Q4 2016. This paper will review the development status of the Allam Cycle; for the demonstration plant, the construction and commissioning status, schedule, key components, layout, and detailed design; turbine design, manufacturing status; development of a novel dynamic control system and control simulator for the demonstration plant; and other key aspects of the cycle. It will provide an
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update on the progress of the gasified solid fuel Allam Cycle and then address the overall Allam Cycle commercialization program, benefits and applications, and the expected design of the natural gas 300 MWe commercial NET Power plant projected for 2020.
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### 1. Introduction

It is imperative that the global community implements a path to achieve significant reductions in current greenhouse gas emissions, principally CO₂. This resolve is set out in the COP-21 protocol [3]. At present, efforts focus on using nuclear and renewable energy sources to meet low-carbon power needs. While these are important clean energy sources, the IPCC 5th Assessment shows that a broader portfolio of low-carbon energy sources is necessary to offer the greatest chance of meeting global climate change targets. In particular, the IPCC 5th Assessment finds that climate models that do not include carbon capture and sequestration in addition to renewable and nuclear energy result in the fewest scenarios in which global temperature rise is maintained below agreed limits. Additionally, the assessment shows that scenarios without carbon capture and sequestration achieve results only with substantially higher costs [4].

The Allam Cycle offers a path to a sustainable energy future by cleanly and economically employing hydrocarbon energy reserves in a process that inherently captures combustion derived CO₂ for sequestration or reuse. The Allam Cycle was originally presented in Kyoto at GHGT-11. It has now reached a mature state of development and will soon be demonstrated using a pilot plant now entering the commissioning stage.

Traditional power cycles, such as natural gas combined cycle (NGCC), supercritical coal cycles, and integrated gasification combined cycles (IGCC), require the addition of expensive, efficiency-reducing equipment in order to reduce and capture emissions of CO₂ and other pollutants. Analyses of these cycles have shown that the additional CO₂ removal systems can increase the cost of electricity by 50% to 70% when capturing typically 90% of the CO₂ generated from hydrocarbon fuel combustion [1]. The Allam Cycle takes a novel approach to reducing emissions by employing oxy-combustion and a high-pressure supercritical CO₂ working fluid in a highly recuperated cycle [5]. The CO₂ that must be vented from the process leaves at pipeline pressure and high quality as a result of the operating conditions of the cycle, thereby mitigating the common necessity of an additional capture, clean-up, and compression system. The cycle is able to utilize a variety of hydrocarbon fuels, including natural gas, unprocessed raw and sour natural gas streams containing H₂S and CO₂, and gasified solid fuels such as coal, oil refining residuals, and biomass. The result is a power cycle with major advantages over conventional systems that do not capture CO₂, attaining 59% LHV efficiency (comparable to best-in-class NGCC power plants not capturing CO₂); significantly higher efficiencies than state-of-the-art coal plants, currently reaching 51% LHV; low capital costs due to the simplicity and high-pressure of the cycle; low ambient cooling requirements, depending on cooling configurations used; and virtually no air emissions, including full CO₂ capture. Additionally, for a small reduction in performance the Allam Cycle can run substantially water free [6, 7, 8].

The Allam Cycle has been under development for 7 years by 8 Rivers Capital. Specific development of the natural gas Allam Cycle has been undertaken by NET Power, a company owned by 8 Rivers, Exelon Generation, and CB&I. NET Power is currently building a 50 MWe natural gas demonstration power plant in La Porte, Texas, soon entering commissioning. The plant will be a fully operational, grid-connected power plant containing all key system components. Further, it will demonstrate the full operability of the cycle, including start-up, shut-down, load following, emergency operations, and partial-load operation in addition to component duration testing.

NET Power is working closely with Toshiba Corporation which is developing and supplying a novel supercritical CO₂ combustion turbine for the cycle [9, 10]. The turbine for the demonstration plant is completed and is in the process of being shipped to site with its electric generator and auxiliary equipment. The advanced high pressure recuperative heat exchanger has been designed and fabricated by Heatric and is already on site.
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